Implementation of image-guided large-core needle biopsy of the breast on a limited budget.
Image-guided large-core needle biopsy (LCNB) of the breast is becoming widely accepted as an accurate, minimally invasive and economical way to obtain a tissue diagnosis of breast lesions. However, much of this work has been done with expensive dedicated equipment, often favouring stereotaxic guidance. Image-guided LCNB was introduced to Middlemore Hospital based around existing inexpensive equipment, and stereotaxic or ultrasound guidance was chosen depending on which showed the lesion best. Multidisciplinary clinical, radiological and pathological assessment of each case was performed. The results of 213 biopsies (112 stereotaxic and 101 ultrasound guidance) are reported here. Malignancy was shown or suspected in 85 biopsies (40%). The absolute sensitivity for malignancy was 97% with complete sensitivity of 100%. The absolute specificity was 100% and the complete specificity 98.5%. Large-core needle biopsy can be successfully implemented in a large institution without investment in expensive equipment while maintaining high ratios of malignant/benign biopsies. Attention to technique and careful multidisciplinary review are important to the success of such a programme.